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For Pierce Vision Specialists building owner, Dr. David Pierce, 
knowing what he wanted for his new optometrist clinic building was 
not complicated. He had previously built a clinic and knew what 
he liked and what he didn’t like. Williams Construction Company, 
an Authorized American Buildings Company Builder, with direction 
from Dr. Pierce, decided on an initial physical size and design 
concept based on the ideal interior layout. Through eQuote, an 
ABC estimating, scope generation, and design software, Williams 
Construction was able to create layouts, various options, different 
material options and combinations for the exterior finishes, and 
how the facility would look both on the exterior and interior.

“Williams Construction Company is very knowledgeable about our 
software and tools to help them set up budgets and designs,” explained 
ABC District Sales Manager Billy Shields. “Unique to Williams is their 
ability to layout a design on the front end knowing how metal buildings 



The optometry industry has changed over the years with technology 
and new equipment evolving. The interior space was designed with 
extra technology rooms that will be needed in the future. The PEMB 
structure allows for a wide-open span. In the waiting room area, 
the HVAC system was chosen for the ceiling and all pieces were 
painted white. “Our patients say how beautiful and modern it is,” 
said Dr. Pierce. “We wanted to cater to the millennials, but even the 
older population like the modern finish inside. The optical showroom 
measures at a height of 17’ 18”. The interior structural elements of the 
metal building roof structure were painted to match in color. All the 
glass and displays are vibrant compared to the surroundings. We also 
chose illumination for the cases that shine upward and downward.”

Due to an ending lease for the owner, the most challenging aspect 
of the project was the quick timeframe. With the design starting in 



GOING GREEN IS EASIER WITH  
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As an ISO 14001 certified manufacturer, A�P�H�U�L�F�D�Q���%�X�L�O�G�L�Q�J�V is dedicated 

to protecting our environment and reducing waste. All four divisions have 

achieved accreditation under the International Accreditation Service 

(IAS) AC472 Inspection Program for Manufacturers of Metal Building 

Systems. Every teammate is responsible for environmental protection, 

and we also require contractors, vendors and suppliers to comply with 

applicable environmental laws.


